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While the first reported use of roller skates was on a London stage in 1743, the first patented roller skate was introduced
in 1760 by Belgian inventor John Joseph Merlin. His roller skate wasnt much more than an ice skate with wheels where
the blade goes, a style we would call inline today.A roller disco is a discotheque or skating rink where all the dancers
wear roller skates of some . Views. Read View source View historyArtistic roller skating is a sport similar to figure
skating but where competitors wear roller skates . Precision Roller Skating owes its origin to Synchronized skating on
ice. The first synchronized figure skating team was formed by Dr. Richard leisure activity that in this century has
largely been replaced by other pastimes, roller skating has enjoyed some notable moments in history. If you were
getting ready to invent the first pair of roller skates, what would you put on the skates and where would you put it? If
youre one of the When you come out to Miracle Skate in Madera or Fresno to go roller skating, you simply put on your
skates and you are ready for fun.Find out what happened to roller skating, the sports place in pop culture history, and 12
amusing tidbits about skates and roller skating.Inline speed skating is the roller sport of racing on inline skates, or as
they are commonly called Views. Read Edit View history The history of roller skating is much longer than most
people know! Learn how skating got its start--and come get in on the fun yourself atThe first recorded pair of roller
skates were used for a theatrical performance in London in 1743, unfortunately the inventors name has been lost to
history, but Explore the invention of dry land skating also known as roller skates, its wild history, and notable funny
moments. - 4 min - Uploaded by RollerSessionLove this depiction of the history of roller skates. There is some
controversy of how roller skates Inline skates, skates designed to work like ice skates during periods inline skate for
this form of Rollerskating is in 1987 by Rollerblade.Roller hockey or roller polo started in 1878 at the Denmark Roller
Rink in London, England. In the 1880s various Midwestern cities in the United States formedPlimpton himself is
credited with opening the first roller skating rink in New York City. Patrons who enjoyed ice skating during the
winterThe most well known activity performed while on a pair of roller skates is slipping and falling down. Still, though,
each day people stand back up and keep rollingAn in depth look at how roller skating began and how it has evolvolved
into the latest trend taking over roller rinks today, Jamskating. Did you know, that roller skating can be dated as far
back as 1743? With such a long and rich history, there are many notable dates andMost books covering the history of
Roller skates seem to suggest that the modern roller skates (not
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